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1 a to damage irreparably b bankrupt impoverish ruined by stock speculation 2 to subject to frustration failure or disaster will ruin your chances of promotion the ruins of a structure or town are what remains of it after it has fallen

collapsed been destroyed or been left unmaintained for a long time the word is most often used in the context of ancient ruins like those in greece and rome find 118 different ways to say ruin along with antonyms related words

and example sentences at thesaurus com synonyms for ruin bankrupt break bust reduce impoverish pauperize wipe out clean out antonyms of ruin enrich richen restore recover redeem rehabilitate fix repair to spoil something

severely or destroy it huge modern hotels are ruining this once unspoilt coastline his frequent lateness has ruined his chances for a promotion to cause a person or company to lose all their money or their reputation cheap

imported goods are ruining many businesses to spoil something severely or destroy it huge modern hotels are ruining this once unspoilt coastline his frequent lateness has ruined his chances for a promotion to cause a person

or company to lose all their money or their reputation cheap imported goods are ruining many businesses 1 a destroyed or decayed building or town 2 the state or condition of being destroyed or decayed 3 loss of wealth

position etc or something that causes such loss downfall 4 something that is severely damaged his life was a ruin ruin something to damage something so badly that it loses all its value pleasure etc synonym spoil 1 wreck the

bad weather ruined our trip that one mistake ruined his chances of getting the job my new shoes got ruined in the mud the crops were ruined by the late frost ruin noun ˈruːɪn ˈruːɪn idioms uncountable the state or process

of being destroyed or severely damaged a large number of churches fell into ruin after the revolution the house had been left to go to ruin the terrorist attack had left the city in a state of ruin the kingdoms of ruin created by

yoruhashi with christina sherman azumi waki kaito ishikawa yôko hikasa in a world of science vs magic adonis has sworn revenge on the human race for taking away his beloved mentor a change that destroys or defeats

something destruction overthrow the ruin of a ship or an army the ruin of a constitution or a government the ruin of health or hopes uncountable complete financial loss bankruptcy inspired by the true story of a young law

student who worked at the innocence project and eventually uncovered evidence which exonerated a man who had been in prison for 26 years mctiernan has created an unforgettable twisty thriller the must read novel of the

year the ruin of the empire or simply the ruin is an elegy in old english written by an unknown author probably in the 8th or 9th century and published in the 10th century in the exeter book a large collection of poems and riddles

synonyms for ruins bankrupts busts breaks reduces impoverishes beggars wipes out pauperizes antonyms of ruins enriches richens restores recovers redeems repairs rehabilitates fixes 1 a destroyed or decayed building or town

2 the state or condition of being destroyed or decayed 3 loss of wealth position etc or something that causes such loss downfall 4 something that is severely damaged his life was a ruin 5 a person who has suffered a downfall

bankruptcy etc the ruin set in ireland follows detective cormac reilly as he reopens an investigation from twenty years ago he s determined to connect hilaria blake s overdose in the past to her son jack s recent death the world

is home to a plethora of fascinating ancient ruins from crumbling cities to temples that have withstood the test of time many of these ancient societies were incredibly innovative and forward thinking this unsettling small town noir

draws us deep into the dark heart of ireland where corruption desperation and crime run rife a gritty look at trust and betrayal where the written law isn t the only one the ruin asks who will protect you when the authorities can t

or won t the kingdoms of ruin はめつのおうこく hametsu no Ōkoku is a japanese manga series written and illustrated by yoruhashi it began serialization in mag garden s monthly comic garden magazine in april 2019 ruin is an open

world top down fantasy survival game players control a group of units as they survive in a large world full of danger



ruin definition meaning merriam webster May 23 2024 1 a to damage irreparably b bankrupt impoverish ruined by stock speculation 2 to subject to frustration failure or disaster will ruin your chances of promotion

ruin definition meaning dictionary com Apr 22 2024 the ruins of a structure or town are what remains of it after it has fallen collapsed been destroyed or been left unmaintained for a long time the word is most often used in the

context of ancient ruins like those in greece and rome

118 synonyms antonyms for ruin thesaurus com Mar 21 2024 find 118 different ways to say ruin along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

ruin synonyms 265 similar and opposite words merriam Feb 20 2024 synonyms for ruin bankrupt break bust reduce impoverish pauperize wipe out clean out antonyms of ruin enrich richen restore recover redeem rehabilitate fix

repair

ruin english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 19 2024 to spoil something severely or destroy it huge modern hotels are ruining this once unspoilt coastline his frequent lateness has ruined his chances for a promotion to cause

a person or company to lose all their money or their reputation cheap imported goods are ruining many businesses

ruin definition in the cambridge english dictionary Dec 18 2023 to spoil something severely or destroy it huge modern hotels are ruining this once unspoilt coastline his frequent lateness has ruined his chances for a promotion to

cause a person or company to lose all their money or their reputation cheap imported goods are ruining many businesses

ruin definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 17 2023 1 a destroyed or decayed building or town 2 the state or condition of being destroyed or decayed 3 loss of wealth position etc or something that causes such

loss downfall 4 something that is severely damaged his life was a ruin

ruin verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 16 2023 ruin something to damage something so badly that it loses all its value pleasure etc synonym spoil 1 wreck the bad weather ruined our trip that one mistake

ruined his chances of getting the job my new shoes got ruined in the mud the crops were ruined by the late frost

ruin noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 15 2023 ruin noun ˈruːɪn ˈruːɪn idioms uncountable the state or process of being destroyed or severely damaged a large number of churches fell into ruin after the

revolution the house had been left to go to ruin the terrorist attack had left the city in a state of ruin

the kingdoms of ruin tv series 2023 imdb Aug 14 2023 the kingdoms of ruin created by yoruhashi with christina sherman azumi waki kaito ishikawa yôko hikasa in a world of science vs magic adonis has sworn revenge on the

human race for taking away his beloved mentor

ruin wiktionary the free dictionary Jul 13 2023 a change that destroys or defeats something destruction overthrow the ruin of a ship or an army the ruin of a constitution or a government the ruin of health or hopes uncountable

complete financial loss bankruptcy

the ruin cormac reilly 1 by dervla mctiernan goodreads Jun 12 2023 inspired by the true story of a young law student who worked at the innocence project and eventually uncovered evidence which exonerated a man who had

been in prison for 26 years mctiernan has created an unforgettable twisty thriller the must read novel of the year

the ruin wikipedia May 11 2023 the ruin of the empire or simply the ruin is an elegy in old english written by an unknown author probably in the 8th or 9th century and published in the 10th century in the exeter book a large

collection of poems and riddles

ruins synonyms 208 similar and opposite words merriam Apr 10 2023 synonyms for ruins bankrupts busts breaks reduces impoverishes beggars wipes out pauperizes antonyms of ruins enriches richens restores recovers

redeems repairs rehabilitates fixes

ruin definition of ruin by the free dictionary Mar 09 2023 1 a destroyed or decayed building or town 2 the state or condition of being destroyed or decayed 3 loss of wealth position etc or something that causes such loss downfall



4 something that is severely damaged his life was a ruin 5 a person who has suffered a downfall bankruptcy etc

amazon com the ruin a novel a cormac reilly mystery Feb 08 2023 the ruin set in ireland follows detective cormac reilly as he reopens an investigation from twenty years ago he s determined to connect hilaria blake s overdose

in the past to her son jack s recent death

25 ancient ruins that tell stories of bygone civilizations Jan 07 2023 the world is home to a plethora of fascinating ancient ruins from crumbling cities to temples that have withstood the test of time many of these ancient

societies were incredibly innovative and forward thinking

summary and reviews of the ruin by dervla mctiernan bookbrowse Dec 06 2022 this unsettling small town noir draws us deep into the dark heart of ireland where corruption desperation and crime run rife a gritty look at trust and

betrayal where the written law isn t the only one the ruin asks who will protect you when the authorities can t or won t

the kingdoms of ruin wikipedia Nov 05 2022 the kingdoms of ruin はめつのおうこく hametsu no Ōkoku is a japanese manga series written and illustrated by yoruhashi it began serialization in mag garden s monthly comic garden

magazine in april 2019

ruin on steam Oct 04 2022 ruin is an open world top down fantasy survival game players control a group of units as they survive in a large world full of danger
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